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1 
In recent years much work has been done concerning partition properties 
of certain structures. Reference [IO] gives a good survey. These 
investigations were initiated by Ramsey [ 181, who proved: 
THEOREM 1. For every triple 6, m, k of positive integers there exists an 
integer n satisfying: 
For every coloring with 6 colors of the k-element subsets of 
A = {O,..., n - 1 } there exists an m-element subset B of A 
with all its k-element subsets colored monochromatically. 
(RI 
A convenient abbreviation for this is n -+ (m)k, ; e.g., it is well known that 
6 + (3): but 5 -P (3): (the negation of R for 6 = 2, m = 3, k = 2, n = 5). 
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The Ramsey partition theory mainly investigates the validity of statements 
of type R in classes of structures (e.g., graphs, vector spaces, etc.). The 
central concept is the partition property of a class with respect to one of its 
objects. The partition property depends on the behavior of the so called 
binomial coefficient (“,) viz. the set of all substructures of A which are 
isomorphic to B. 
Let K be a class of objects A, B, C,... with the binomial coefficient K(i). 
K(i) may be regarded as the set of embeddings f,g, h... of B into A. Thus 
fEK(i) and gEK(:) may b e composed to fg E K( <). In order to avoid 
technical difficulties we assume that K(j) is a singleton for every A. For 
finite structures this may, for example, be achieved by ordering the sets on 
which the structures are defined and considering monotonic embeddings 
only. 
DEFINITION 1. The class K has the partition property with respect to the 
object C if for every positive integer 6 and every object B of K there exists an 
object A satisfying: 
For every coloring d: K(:) -+ S of the C-subobjects of A 
there exists a B-subobject g of A (i.e., g E K(i)) with all its 
C-subobjects colored monochromatically (i.e., the coloring 
d, : K(I) + 6 defined by d,(h) = d( gh) is constant). 
CR’) 
Again the Ramsey arrow A -# (B): is a convenient abbreviation for (R’). 
Thus K has the partition property with respect to C iff 
“‘~‘8 VB 3A A -sK (B);.” 
As the partition properties of quite a number of classes are known we 
want to introduce a more general partition property and show some 
examples. In order to give an idea thereof and to motivate the definition let 
us consider the following example: 
We compare Ramsey’s theorem for k = 2, viz. “t/m Vd 3n n -+F1NSET (m):” 
and the theorem “VI’VS 3r* r* -+GRA (r)f2” which says that the class G&4 
of all finite undirected loopless graphs with induced subgraphs has the 
partition property with respect to edges. Here a graph r on the vertex set V 
is defined by a mapping E [I’] * + 2 assigning to every two element subset of 
V the values 0 or 1, defining non-edges and edges. Thus r imposes an extra 
structure on the vertex set which is not considered in Ramsey’s theorem. 
Moreover, r is a subgraph of r* if the embedding of r into r* preserves 
edges and non-edges. Usually this is called an “induced” embedding. We 
give now a formal deinition and show afterwards how the two theorems fit 
into this framework. 
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DEFINITION 2. Let K be a class with binomial coefficient K(:). Let 
C E K and y be a positive integer. The objects of the class Ki are pairs 
(A, r), where A E K and E K( “,) + y is a mapping. For objects (A, r*) and 
(B, r) of K, let K&i;;*) be the set of all B-subobjects of rf which are 
induced with respect to r, I-*; viz. fE Ki(i;F*) iff fE K(i ) and 
r*m) = Z(r) for all < E K(g). 
EXAMPLE. Let FINSET have non-negative integers as objects. Let 
f E FZNSET( i ) iff f is an injective monotonic mapping from k into n. 
Clearly FZNSET describes finite sets with subsets. Let now 
C = 2 E FINSET. Then FINSET: has as objects the pairs (n,r), where 
r: FZNSET( ; ) + 2. In other words FINSET: describes the finite graphs, and 
the binomial coefficient FZNSET:( >,y ) is the set of all induced subgraphs of 
(n, r*) which are isomorphic to (k, r) and admit a monotonic embedding. 
Thus Ramsey’s theorem for k = 2 states that FZNSET has the partition 
property with respect to 2. On the other hand the theorem on coloring edges 
mentioned above says that FINSET: has the partition property with respect 
to (2, l), where 1 is the constant mapping with value 1. 
Remark. As K(E) is a singleton, Kg has exactly y different objects of 
type (C, . ), viz. (C, c), c E y, where 5: K(E) + y denotes the constant 
mapping with value r. The following observations are immediate from the 
definition. 
LEMMA 1. (i) Kg has the partition property with respect to (C, 0) lflit 
has the partition property with respect to some (C, i$ < E y. 
(ii) If Kg has the partition property with respect to (C, 0), then K has 
the partition property for C. 
Problem. To what extent is the reverse implication of (ii) valid? For 
several classes it is known to be valid (see below). However, we have no 
idea, how to prove the reverse implication of (ii) in general. As we shall see 
in this paper we can prove this for special classes K using their 
combinatorial structure. 
DEFINITION 3. Let K be a class with binomial K(:) and y a positive 
integer. K has the y-induced partition property with respect to C lfl Kg has 
the partition property with respect to (C, 0). K has the induced partition 
property with respect to C iff for all y the class K has the y-induced partition 
property with respect to C. 
Problem. It is well known that a class K has the partition property with 
respect to the object C iff for all B there exists an A with A -+ (B);, i.e., 
colorings with two colors are perfectly general. In the context of the y- 
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induced partition property we do not see whether K has the induced partition 
property with respect to C if it has the 2-induced partition property. 
From the definition we immediately have: 
LEMMA 2. K has the induced partition property with respect to C iff for 
every B E K and positive integers y, 6 and mapping I? K( 5) -+ y there exists 
an object A E K and a mapping I*: K( “,) + y satisfying: 
For every coloring A: K( “,) -+ 6 there exists g E K( “, ) such that 
(9 I’*(&0 = W4 f or every h E K( :), i.e., g is induced with respect 
to r, I-*. 
(ii) For every < E y, the coloring Ai : K( :) f7 I* -‘(t;) + 6 defined by 
A:(h) = A( gh) is constant for every < E y. This means that the color of the C- 
subobjects of B depends on the I index only. 
Remark. For graphs, i.e., FINSET: the statement (ii) reads: For every 
graph B there exists a graph A such that for every coloring of the edges and 
non-edges of A with 6 many colors there exists an induced B-subgraph in 
which the edges and the non-edges are each colored monochromatically, 
edges not necessarily having the same color as non-edges however. 
The following results are known. 
THEOREM 2 [1,13,19]. The class FINSET has the induced partition 
property with respect to each object. 
THEOREM 3 [21]. The class of all finite arithmetic progressions has the 
2-induced partition property with respect to singletons (i.e., l-element 
arithmetic progressions). 
Ne3etril and Rod1 [ 141 raised the question as to what extent the class of 
vector spaces over a finite does have induced partition properties. 
In the next sections we shall introduce the Hales-Jewett theorem [ 1 l] and 
give an induced version of it. This will be applied in further sections to 
various situations including a partial answer to the special case of affine 
spaces. 
2 
The Hales-Jewett theorem [ 11) on colorings of points in finite cubes 
turned out to be the convenient tool for proving many partition theorems. 
For a more detailed account see [lo]. 
Let A be a finite alphabet (set). A” is the set of words of length n over the 
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alphabet A or equivalently the set of points of an n-dimensional cube over A. 
Certain k-dimensional subcubes of A” may be described by 
Such a subcube is described by the word f = (a, ,..., ,,..., I. A k-,,..., a,-, 1 9 
where the dimension is the number of different kinds of parameters Izi 
occuring in f: This motivates the definition of the Hales-Jewett class (A] of 
cubes over A. 
DEFINITION 4. Let A be a finite alphabet. The objects of the Hales-- 
Jewett class [A] are the nonnegative integers (these may be interpreted as the 
dimensions of the cubes). The binomial coefficient [A]( [t) is defined as 
follows: fE [A]( ; ) iff S is a mappingf: n -+ A U (Ai 1 i E k) satisfying: 
(i) For every j E k there exists i E n with f(i) = dj. This guarantees 
the correct dimension of the corresponding cubes. 
(ii) minf-‘(Ai) < minf-‘(Ai) for all i <j < k. This labels the 
parameters according to their first occurence and gives a unique canonical 
labelling of the parameters. In particular this ensures that [A](z) is a 
singleton rendering the Hales-Jewett objects rigid. 
Note that for technical reasons one should assume that A n {A,,,...} = 0. 
Next we define the composition fg E [A]( f ) for fE [A](i) and g E [A](T) 
by 
fg0) =f(i> if f(i) E A 
= go’) if f(i) = Aj. 
It is evident that each ffE [A]( ; ) d escribes the k-dimensional subcube 
VI~Wl(~)l of A”. M oreover, if fE [A](z), gE [A](y), then fg 
describes a k-dimensional subcube off. 
The Hales-Jewett theorem states that for every finite alphabet A the 
Hales-Jewett class [A] has the partition property with respect to 0. In fact 
the following stronger result holds: 
THEOREM 4 [9]. [A] has the partition property with respect to each 
object (A a finite alphabet). 
Before dealing with induced versions we would like to exhibit the 
usefulness of this theorem by two applications, a classical one and a more 
recent one. 
THEOREM 5 [22]. Let 6,~ be positive integers. Then there exists a 
positive integer n with the following property: 
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(van der Waerden): For every coloring A: n + 6 there exists a 
monochromatic arithmetic progression {a, a + b,..., a + pb} of length p + 1. 
Proof: Let A = {O,...,p} and choose n’ such that n’--P’ (1):. Such an n’ 
exists by Theorem 4. Let n =pn’. For every A: n -+ 6 define A’: [A]( “0’ )-+ 6 
by A’(a, ,..., a,,-,) = A(a, + ..a + a,,-,). Theorem 4 then ensures the 
existence of f E [A ] ( 7 ) monochromatic for A’. The arithmetic progression 
{a, a + b,..., a +pb) with a = sfijEAf(i) and b = 1 f -‘(&)] has the desired 
property. I 
Another application of the Hales-Jewett theorem is in general algebra. 
Not too much is known on partition properties of such algebras except for 
the unary type [5]. An algebra is a pair R = (A, (ri)&, where A is a 
nonempty set and each ri is an operation on A in say pi variables. An 
element a E A is idempotent if ri(a,..., a) = a for all i, i.e., {a} is a 
subalgebra. For a positive integer n let R” be the nth power of R, where the 
operations are defined componentwise. 
THEOREM 6 [ 15, 161. Let K be a class of finite algebras such that for 
every R E K the finite powers R” belong to K. Then K has the partition 
property with respect to one-element subalgebras. 
More precisely: For every positive 6 and algebra R E K there exists n, 
such that for every coloring of the idempotent elements of R” with 6 many 
colors, there exists an R-subalgebra of R” with all its idempotents colored 
monochromatically. 
ProoJ Let R = (A, (ri)isa) b e a finite algebra, and I E A be the set of 
idempotents. Observe that I” is the set of idempotents of R”. Thus a 6- 
coloring of the idempotents of R” induces a &coloring of [I](i). Let n be 
such that n -+[‘I (l)“,, which exists by Theorem 4. Then there exists a 
monochromatic f E [I](: ). Obviously all idempotents of the R-subalgebra of 
R” defined by {fa /a E [A]( A)} are colored monochromatically. 1 
3 
In this section we shall prove an induced version of the Hales-Jewett 
theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Let A be a finite alphabet. Then the Hales-Jewett class [A] 
has the induced partition property with respect to 0. 
Proof: In order to simplify the notation we observe that save for 
positioning of brackets the classes [A](y) and [ [A](!)]( “0) are the same. 
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ThusfE [A](y) may be interpreted asf= (.&,...,f,-,) with&E [A](t). We 
shall make deliberate use of this fact. 
Let y be a positive integer. We show that [A ]I has the partition property 
with respect to (0,O). Let (m, r) E [A ]gY, where r is a mapping 
E [A](r) -+ y. Consider the alphabet B = r-‘(O) c [A](t). Let n’ be such 
that n’ -+“I (I):, which ex ists by Theorem 4. Next define r*: [A ]( “‘0”‘) + y 
as follows: Forf= (Jo ,..., f,,-,) E [A](“,“‘) withA E [A]($‘), i = 0 ,..., n’ - 1, 
let r*(J) = maxiEn, r(J). 
Claim. (mn’, T*) +lal: (m, T)F*“‘, and this obviously proves the theorem. 
In order to prove the claim we show that for every coloring 
A: [A];(yf*)‘ 6 there exists h E [A]gm::;_r*) such that 
Ihg I g E P lxm is colored monochromatically: By definition A is a 
coloring of the set {fE [A](“,“‘) ]rGf - (0)) = 0 for all i < n’). Define a 
coloring A’: [B]( “0’) -+ 6 as follows. Let gE [B]( :‘), i.e., g= (gO,...,gnj-,) 
with gi E B = r-‘(O) G [A ]( t ). Thus each gi is an element 
( L?d”>,***7 gi(m - 1)) of [A](!). Let A’(g)=A((g,,...,g,(m - l)),..., 
(g,,,-,(O),...,g,,-,(m- 1))). By choice of n’ there exists an h’E [B]( y’) 
monochromatic for A’. Define h = (ho,..., h,,-,) E [A](“,“) by 
hi = h’(i) if h’(i)EB 
= (Ao,..., L,) if h’(i) = 1,. 
But now we are done, as for all g E [A l(t) the equality 
T*(hg) = maxien T(hg), = r(g) holds, i.e., h is induced and by construction 
of h all kW PIG% are colored monochromatically. 4 
For later use (Theorem 13) let us note that h was defined in such a way 
the parameter Ai can occur at positions congruent to i mod m only. Thus 
with Pi = (i ]j = i (mod m)} and Lemma 2 we have: 
COROLLARY 8. For every finite alphabet A integers y, 6, m and mapping 
I’z [A](t)+ y there exist 
- an integer n, 
- a mapping r*: [A]( 1) -+ y, 
- a partition (P, ,..., P,- ,) of n, 
such that for every coloring A: [A]( i ) + 6 there exists f E [A](i) with 
(i) f-‘(Aj)CPjrj=O ,..., m- 1, 
(ii) A(fa) = A(&‘) whenever ry;l) = rcfa’). 
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A first application of Theorem 7 deals with arithmetic progressions. By 
repeating the proof of Theorem 5 and using Theorem 7 instead of 
Theorem 4 one sees that the class of arithmetic progressions has the induced 
partition property with respect to singletons. This already has been noticed 
(using different methods) by Spencer [21] and independently by J. NeSetiil. 
Here we describe a slightly more general situation and give an induced 
partition theorem for the class of m-fold arithmetic progressions of lengthp. 
Similar theorems will be needed later on in a technically more elaborate 
version. 
DEFINITION 5. Let m,p be nonnegative integers. A subset A of Z is an 
m-fold arithmetic progression of length p iff there exist integers x0,..., x, such 
that 
A =A(Xo,..., Xm)= xO+ f <ixiIO<ti<P * 
I i=l I 
By dP we denote the class of all arithmetic progressions of length p. A 
progression B is a subprogression of A in case B G A. 
THEOREM 9. For each p E N the class d, of arithmetic progressions of 
length p has the induced partition property with respect to points (i.e., O-fold 
arithmetic progressions). 
Proof. Let y,6 E N. Let A be a k-fold arithmetic progression and 
r: A --t y be a mapping. We have to prove then that there exists n and for 
every n-fold arithmetic progression A * E dP a mapping ,r*: A * + y such 
that (A*, r*) -+(“p)l (A, T)~Yo’. For that .purpose consider the alphabet 
P = {O,...,p}. To every f E [P]( t ) and given x0,..., x, assign the k-fold 
arithmetic progression 
F, = FAY, ,..-, Y,J 
with 
Yo =x0 + C f (OXi- 
fli- 1)EP 
Observe that the elements of F, correspond to parameter-words fg E [P](i) 
with g E [P](t) and vice versa. 
The proof of Theorem 9 is now a more or less straightforward application 
of Theorem 7: Let A = A(y, ,..., yk) and E A -+ y be given. A then is 
isomorphic to [P] ( “0 ) via the mapping just defined. Thus r may be 
transferred to E [P](t)+ y. By Theorem 7 there exists (n*, r*) such that 
@I*, r*> -M (k, I-), (‘*O) Using the mapping f -+ Ff once more, I’* may be .
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transferred to any n-fold arithmetic progression A * thus yielding the desired 
(A*,r*). I 
Another application of Theorem 7 strengthens Theorem 6. A structure is a 
triple R = (A, (rJlto, (Ri)ied Where (AT (‘Jiea) is an algebra and each R, is 
a relation on A, say Ri: AuCi) + 2. For u E A we call the vector 
(Ri(Uv***, u))ie4 the relational behavior of a. As different elements of A may 
show a different relational behavior, the set of all idempotents of the algebra 
(A, (T&~) is decomposed into equivalence classes according to the 
relational behavior. Therefore one cannot expect that Theorem 6 has a 
straightforward forward generalization to structures. It sufftces to color the 
idempotents according to their relational behavior in order to prevent 
monochromatic structures. We shall show that this type of coloring is the 
only obstacle for generalizing Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 10. Let R be a finite structure and 6 be a positive integer. 
Then there exists a structure S with the following property: For every 6- 
coloring of S there exists an R-substructure such that the color of each idem- 
potent depends on its relational behavior only. 
Proof: Let Z G A be the set of idempotents. Let Z: I-+ y be a mapping 
such that Z(u) = T(b) iff a and b show the same relational behavior. Thus to 
each r E y belongs a certain relational behavior. By Theorem 7 and 
Lemma 2 there exists n and Z*: [I]( i ) -+ y such that for every coloring 
A: [I]( “0) + 6 there exists fE [Z]i( ‘i,‘,‘) satisfying: For each g E [Z](i) the 
color A(fg) depends on Z(g) only. We define the structure S as follows: the 
algebraic part is the nth power of (A, (ri)iea). In order define the relations 
Csi)i.B we distinguish a few cases: 
(i) Let a = (a, ,..., a,-, ) E I”. Take < = r*(a) and use the relational 
behavior belonging to < in order to define Si(a,..., a). 
(ii) For all other (aO,...,u,~i,) E A”(i)\Z”(i) and ff [I]( :) let 
Si(& 3-3 fa,m) = Ri(ao,-, a,(i)). 
(iii) In all other cases let S,(u,,,..., a,& = 0. 
Finally we show that S has the desired properties: Let A: [I]( t ) -+ 6 be a 
coloring of the idempotents of S. Then there exists fE [Z]i(:;,‘*) such that A: 
(the restriction of A, to those of type i) is constant for each i E y. As in the 
proof of Theorem 6 an embedding R -+ S is defined viaJ It is easily checked 
that this embedding preserves not only the algebraic operations but also the 
relations. By choice off all idempotents of the R-subalgebra of S have the 
same color whenever they show the same relational behavior. 1 
A third application of Theorem 7 yields an induced version of a partition 
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theorem for points in aftine spaces. The study of such geometric phenomena 
was our original motivation for investigating induced partition properties. 
Let VSF and ASF denote the class of finite dimensional projective and 
affme spaces over a finite field F, with the binomial coefficient representing 
subspaces as follows: The objects of VSF and ASF are nonnegative integers 
(the dimensions of the spaces) and fE ASF( i) dfE VSF( t) resp.) are 
equivalence classes of affme (linear) injections Fk -+ F”. Two such injections 
are equivalent if they represent the same subspace of F”. By introducing 
bases representatives may be chosen, and then ASF( z) is the set of these 
representatives. 
THEOREM 11 [9]. Let F be afinitefield. The classes ASF, VSF have the 
partition property with respect to each object. 
NeSetiil and Rod1 [ 141 were interested in induced versions of Theorem 11. 
Here we can show the following theorem, which is a hopeful start in this 
direction. 
THEOREM 12. Let F be a finite field. The class ASF has the induced 
partition property with respect to points. 
Proof: Let y, 6 and r: ASF(t) + y be given. Let (e,,i / i E m) be a 
canonical basis for F”‘. ASF( r) and [F](t) are essentially the same. Using 
this notion transfer r: ASF(y) -+ y to I? (F)(t) + y. By Theorem 7 there 
exists a mapping r*: [F]( “0 ) -+ y such that 
(n, r*> -3 (m, rp? 
Choose a basis for F” and transfer r* from [F](z) to ASF( “0). A 
straightforward calculation yields 
(n, r*) 3 (m, r)pO). I 
4 
Here we shall give some induced versions of theorems on partition regular 
systems of equations. Rado [ 171 gives a good account. 
DEFINITIONS 6. Let A be a matrix with rational coefficients. Then A 
(i.e., the corresponding system of linear equations) is partition regular iff for 
every coloring of the positive integers with finitely many colors there exists a 
solution 3 = (x1 ,..., x,,) of AZ= 0 such that all the xi have the same color. 
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Typical and well-known examples of partition regular systems of 
equations are 
(a) x = y (for obvious reasons). 
Gal x+y= .z (this may be easily established using Ramsey’s theorem, 
but originally the result goes back to Schur 1201, who used it in connection 
with Fermat’s last problem). 
(y) x + iy = Zi’ i = I,..., p (this is a slight extension of van der 
Waerden’s theorem due to Schur, see [ 201). 
(6) xi,, xi = zI for Z E n (this is inherent in Rado 1171). 
In completely characterizing the partition regular matrices Rado observed 
the strong connection to van der Waerden’s theorem. He then defined a set 
M of positive integers to be partition regular iff every partition regular 
matrix A allows a solution of Ax = 0 within 44. Rado conjectured: 
THEOREM 13 [3]. Let M c N be partition regular and A: M+ 6 be a 
coloring. Then one of the sets A-‘(i), i E 6, is partition regular. 
In order to prove an induced version of this theorem we need the (m,p, c)- 
sets as introduced in [ 3 1. 
DEFINITION 7. Let m,p, c be positive integers. A subset M of n is an 
(m, p, c)-set iff there exist integers x, ,..., x, such that 
M = M,,,,(x, ,..., xm> = cxi + f tjxj 1 -p < (j <p, li E Z i = O,..., m . 
j=i+l I 
Note that for x E Mp,Jx,, ,..., x,) the representation x = xi + C rjXj is not 
necessarily unique. We may always assume that the generators x,,,..., m are 
chosen in such a way that the representation is unique. This is no loss of 
generality as far as the theorems to be proved here are concerned. In order to 
obtain an intuitive picture, observe that the (m,p, c)-set MP,JxO,..., x,) may 
be listed in the following way: 
cx,+I,x,+I,x,+...+~,x, 
cx, +2,x, + *** + &X, 
c-q + -*- +L,x, 
cxnl 
4 E if, -PG4GP for i = l,..., m. 
582a/32/2-8 
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We shall make frequent use of this list and, e.g., speak about the Icth row of 
the (~fz,p, c)-set which of course is the kth row in this list. Save for the 
leading coefficient c, which will pose some technical problems, each row is a 
multiple arithmetic progression. This observation suggests that the methods 
used for proving partition theorems for m-fold arithmetic progressions (i.e., 
the Hales-Jewett theorem) also may be successfully applied here. The 
connection to the Hales-Jewett theorems has been pointed out first by Leeb 
[ 121. The induced partition theorem for (m,p, c)-sets says: 
THEOREM 14 (induced (m,p, c)-sets). For all m,p, c, y, 6 and mapping 
r: Mp,c(xo,..., x,) + Y there exists %q,d and a mapping 
I-*: M&X0 ,...) x,) + y such that for every coloring A: Mp,d(xO,...,x,) -+ 6 
there exists an (m,p, c)-subset M of M,&xOr..., xn) with 
(i) A(x) = A(y) whenever T(x) = r(y). 
(ii) I’* 1 M=P. 
Note that this generalizes the partition theorem [3] for m, p, c-sets in 
which case y = 1. Moreover, the proof given here is much more easily 
digestible than the original one. 
DEFINITION 7. Let k E m, M = M,,,(x, ,..., xm) be an (m,p, c)-set and 
l7 M -+ y be a mapping. A coloring A: M + 6 is r-good for k if for all 
elements x, y in the kth row of M the equality A(x) = d(y) holds whenever 
r(x) = r(y). Let A be r-good for <k if A is r-good for 0, l,..., k - 1. 
LEMMA 15 (good colorings exist). Let 6, m,p, c, y, k be positive integers 
and E M,,Jx,,,..., ,,, x ) + y be a mapping. Then there exist integers n, q, d 
with the following property: Let N be an (n, q, d)-set. Then there exist 
r*: N --) y and for every coloring A: --$6 an m,p, c-subset M’ of N with: 
- r* restricted to M’ is isomorphic to T 
- A is r-good for k on M’. 
Proof Let q = c2p, d = c2. 
DEFINITION OF n. Observe 
&,) cs CXk + f  t,xi 
i=k+l 
is a bijection between [A](“;“) and the kth row of Mp,JxO,..., x,). Use (*) 
in order to transfer rk (the restriction of r to the Icth row of MJx,,,..., x,)) 
to [A ]( “‘tk). By Corollary 8 there exist n and a mapping F$ : ]A ]( ” 0 “) -+ y 
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such that n - k -@ k (m - k): (which is an abbreviation of the statement of 
Corollary 8). Thus n is defined. 
Let N = Nq,JyO,..., y,) be an (n, q, d)-set. 
DEFINITION OF r*: N + y. First we partially define I’,*, the restriction of 
r* to the kth row of N, by transferring Ft with the aid of the mapping 
(**I 
Next we extend this to N: Corollary 8 yields a partition PO,..., P,-, of 
(k + l,..., n}. All thefE [A](z~k,) which we shall use satisfyf ‘(Aj) c Pi for 
all j. Thus for each such f consider the (m,p, c)-set M,= 
kfp,c(CX, ,..., CXk-, , zk )...) Z,,,) C N with 
zk=cyk+ c Y,, 
f(i)64 
'ktj= j = l,..., m, 
fli)=lj 
Note that r* is already defined on the kth row of M, and isomorphic to rk. 
Thus r* may be defined to be isomorphic to r on h4,. As the representation 
of each element is unique r* may be defined without ambiguity for each M,. 
For all other elements of N define r* in an arbitrary way. 
We show that n, r* has the desired property. Let d: N --) 6 be a coloring. 
In particular d is a coloring of the kth row of N, which by the bijection (*) 
induces a coloring of [A]( “ik). By Corollary 8 there exists fE [A](i:k,) 
with f-‘(JJ c P, for all j and ddfa) =A(&‘) whenever T*dfa) =T*(jIz’). 
This f defines an (m,p, c)-set Mf c N which is induced and on which d is I’- 
good for k. 4 
By iterative application of Lemma 15 we have: 
LEMMA 16. Let 4m,p,c,y,k be positive integers and 
r: y&, Y..., x,,,) --f y be a mapping. Then there exist integers (n, q, d) with 
the following property: Let N be an (n, q, d)-set. Then there exists r*: N + y 
such that for every coloring A: N+ 6 there exists an induced (m,p, c)-subset 
M’ of N on whch A is r good for <k. 
Proof of Theorem 14. Let m,p, c, y, r, 6 be given. Let k = 6Y(m - 1) + 1, 
n=k+($)m.Leta, ,..., o(k)-, be an enumeration of the m-subsets of k. Use 
the following indexing of n? 
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0, 1, 2 ,..., k - 1, k,..., k + m - 1, k t m,..., k t 2m - l,..., 
0, 1, 2 ,..., k - 1, (u,, O),..., (u,, m - 11, (u,, O),..., (a,, m - I),... 
Let N = MP,C(xO,..., XJ be an (m,p, c)-set. Define I’*: N-+ y as follows: For 
each u = {r, ,..., 1,-,} E [klm consider the (m,p, c)-set generated by xl, t x,,~ 
(i E m) and here define r* to be isomorphic to r. For all remaining elements 
define r* in an arbitrary way. Assume now that the coloring A of the 
(n,p, c)-set N is r*-good for <k, which is possible by Lemma 16. By 
definition, for each of the first k rows the equality A(x) = A(y) holds 
whenever T(x) = r(y). Thus on each of these first k rows A is in fact a 
mapping y -+ 6. By the pigeon hole principle we have u = { 1, ,..., I,- i } E [k] m 
such that A(x) = A(y) whenever T(x) = T(y). Thus by construction the 
(m,p, c)-set generated by the elements x,, t x,,, (iE m) has the desired 
proprerties. I 
In [3] it was shown that a subset A of N is partition regular iff for every 
m,p, c the set A contains an (m, p, c)-set. From this together with the 
partition theorem for (m,p, c)-sets it was easy to establish Theorem 12. Here 
we give an induced version. 
DEFINITION 8. Let M be a set of positive integers and r*: M -+ w  a 
mapping. (M, r*) is universal partition regular iff for every m,p, c, y, 
r: q&o Y.., x,) -+ y the set M contains an (m, p, c)-set on which r* and r 
coincide. 
Obviously universal partition regular pairs (M,r*) exist. It s&ices to 
take for each m,p, c, y, r an (m,p, c)-set with r on it and then to consider 
the disjoint union of all these. 
COROLLARY 17. Let (M, r*) be universal partition regular. Then for 
each coloring A of M with finitely many classes at least one of the sets 
A - l(j) together with the restriction of P is universal partition regular. 
The proof is the same as the one in [3] for Theorem 13 above. A final 
application is to partition regular systems. The equation x0 =x, with 
T(x,) = 0, T(x,) = 1 shows that the following straightforward idea does not 
work: “Let A be a partition regular matrix and E (x0,..., x,-,} + y. Then 
there exists r*: N + y such that for all A: IN + 6 there exists an induced 
solution of Ax = 0 (i.e., the restriction of r* to the solution is r) and 
A(xi) = A(x,) whenever T(xi) = r(xj).” One will never have an induced 
solution, For the equation x0 = xi this is obvious. For arbitrary partition 
regular matrices A such problems may occur in a hidden way. In order to 
circumvent them we use: 
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Fact [3]. A is partition regular iff there exists m,p, c such that every 
(m,p, c)-set contains a solution of Ax = 0. 
DEFINITION 9. Let A be partition regular and m,p, c be as in the Fact. 
Let M be an (m,p, c)-set and E A4 + y be a mapping. Let (x0 ,..., x,- ,} be a 
solution of Ax = 0 in M. The restriction of r to {x,,,..., x,-,} is called 
feasible for A. 
COROLLARY 18. Let A be partition regular and P {x,,,..., x,- ,} --) y be 
feasible for A. Then there exists r *: N + y such that for every coloring A of 
N with finitely many colors tere exists an induced solution of Ax = 0 with 
A(x,) = A(xj) whenever T(x,) = Z’(xj). 
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